With the emergence of affordable 3D displays, stereoscopy is becoming a commodity. However, often users report discomfort even after brief exposures to stereo content. One of the main reasons is the conflict between vergence and accommodation that is caused by 3D displays. We investigate dynamic adjustment of stereo parameters in a scene using gaze data in order to reduce discomfort. In a user study, we measured stereo fusion times after abrupt manipulation of disparities using gaze data. We found that gaze-controlled manipulation of disparities can lower fusion times for large disparities. In addition we found that gaze-controlled disparity adjustment should be applied in a personalized manner and ideally performed only at the extremities or outside the comfort zone of subjects. These results provide important insight on the problems associated with fast disparity manipulation and are essential for developing appealing gaze-contingent and gaze-controlled applications.
Introduction
With the emergence of affordable 3D displays, stereoscopy is becoming a commodity in the film and games industries, virtual reality, visualization, etc. However, despite the technological advancements in 3D display technologies, users often report discomfort and fatigue even after brief exposures to stereoscopic content. One of the main reasons is known to be the conflict between vergence and accommodation that is caused by 3D displays [Lambooij et al. 2007; Howarth 2011] , since the eyes naturally turn (vergence) at the distance the virtual stimuli is presented at, but the eyes' focus mechanism (accommodation) remain on the surface of the display.
The most effective way to increase stereo comfort in stereo displays is to control binocular disparities such that they fall in a disparity range where stereo viewing is comfortable. This can be achieved by either controlling stereo camera parameters (i.e., focal distance or interaxial separation) [Heinzle et al. 2011; Oskam et al. 2011; Tseng et al. 2012] , or by manipulating binocular disparities in stereo images [Pritch et al. 2000; Wang and Sawchuk 2008; Lang * e-mail: matthias.bernhard@cg.tuwien.ac.at et al. 2010] . However, manipulating disparities often leads to a significant reduction of depth quality, for example in the form of depth flattening, known also as the cardboarding effect. Another way to decrease discomfort is to use depth-of-field (DOF) blurring [Talmi and Liu 1999; Blohm et al. 1997; Blum et al. 2010; Leroy et al. 2012] , which simulates the foveal sharpness of the image at the point of focus and blurring observed in peripheral vision. However, applying DOF blurring to accurately simulate the perceived retinal image is difficult to achieve in highly dynamic applications and often causes loss of visual detail.
A promising solution is offered by the use of eye-tracking data, which is used to dynamically adjust the stereo focal plane to coincide with the user's intended focal depth. This is achieved by mapping gaze deployed on a display to the underlying geometric objects of a 3D scene [Tanriverdi and Jacob 2000; Duchowski et al. 2001] . Fisker et al. [2013] performed an informal experiment to evaluate the level of comfort these methods offer to the users. Their preliminary results indicate they can have a positive effect, but a formal experiment and validation is required.
In this work, we performed such a formal experiment in which we investigate the possibility of mitigating visual discomfort by dynamically adjusting the stereo parameters of a scene using gaze data. We use an eye tracker to determine the depth at which the user's eyes converge and manipulate the stereo parameters to bring it into focus by setting the plane of zero disparities at that depth. To measure the level of discomfort, we measured binocular fusion times, which is an objective metric. In particular, we measure fusion times of random dot stereograms in a scene with a three-dimensional arrangement of objects, which resembles a natural scene with multiple depth layers where a user can freely direct gaze from one object to another. We utilize a QUEST [Watson and Pelli 1983] procedure to determine the amount of time the user would require to fuse a random dot stereogram (RDS) showing one of two possible orientations of a wave pattern, shown in Figure 1 . After correct responses the QUEST reduce the display time of the RDS, whereas wrong responses lead to an increase of the time the RDS is shown. Effectively, the QUEST is searching for the minimum amount of time a user requires to fuse the stereogram, which we refer to as fusion time. We found that gaze-controlled manipulation of the plane of zero parallax can lower fusion times for large disparities. In addition, a small overhead in fusion time was observed after adjusting the plane of zero parallax to coincide with disparities that initially fell within the stereo viewing comfort zone of subjects. Since the comfort zone differs among subjects, this means that gaze-controlled disparity adjustment should be applied in a personalized manner and ideally performed only at the extremities or outside the comfort zone of subjects.
The contributions of this work are: (a) an objective methodology to evaluate the benefits of visual comfort-optimizing strategies for 3D stereo displays, and (b) experimental evidence that gaze-controlled dynamic adjustment of stereo disparities improves stereo fusion of nearby objects (large disparities), while it is acceptable for objects at other distances. 
Related Work

Stereo Viewing Comfort
The main factors [Lambooij et al. 2007; Patterson 2009; Howarth 2011; Tam et al. 2011] causing viewing discomfort in stereoscopic displays are (a) dichoptic errors, due to stereoscopic distortions, mismatch of the stereoscopic windows or crosstalk, (b) fast object motion, due to difficulties of the human visual system (HVS) to adapt to changing viewing conditions, and (c) uncomfortable disparity ranges due to excessive binocular parallax, or due to a mismatch of vergence and accommodation (V/A-conflict). While factors of category (a) are a matter of hardware, processing or bandwidth limitations, the other sources of discomfort depend on content and rendering and could possibly be mitigated by adjusting stereo configuration parameters. To find the best parameters, a function which predicts viewing comfort is required, which is obtained by taking measurements in a perceptual study. Discomfort is usually predicted as a function of disparity, or as a bivariate function of vergence and focal distance. Measurements can be taken with objective and subjective observation methods. Assuming correlations between performance in binocular perception and comfort, objective measurements are taken by determining speed or acuity in the detection of binocular corrugations (e.g. inward versus outward curvature) in random dot stereo-grams [Hoffman et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2012] . For subjective measurements, users are usually asked to rate the discomfort they experienced on a Likert scale [Kim et al. 2011] . Due to methodological limitations and simplicity, comfort-optimizing stereo displays are usually evaluated with subjective methods only. Responses can be collected either by rating methods, where a user issues a score on a Likert scale [Blohm et al. 1997; Sun and Holliman 2009; Blum et al. 2010; Koppal et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2011; Ju Jung et al. 2012] , or with the method of pairwise comparison [Koppal et al. 2011; Leroy et al. 2012 ]. An objective way to observe discomfort was used by [Cho and Kang 2012] , who counted the eye-blink rate of users.
In this work we will predominantly focus on an objective evaluation. Hence we will measure performance in the fusion of RDS, similar to [Hoffman et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2011] . However, in contrast to previous work which measured fusion times for a stimulus showing a single disk with a RDS, we will place the RDS on objects in a scene arranged in three dimensions. In addition to that, we handed out a rating scale where participants cast a subjective judgment on stereo comfort and stereo depth. Hillaire et al. [2008] , and very recently Mantiuk et al. [2013] , proposed to use an eye-tracker to control DOF simulations in interactive applications. Eye tracking was also used in applications attempting to reduce stereo viewing discomfort by DOFblurring [Talmi and Liu 1999; Blum et al. 2010; Leroy et al. 2012] . In all cases, gaze data was mapped to scene content (e.g., objects [Mantiuk et al. 2013] ) in order to determine the focal distance. Alternatively, for applications which do not have access to a 3D representation of the stimulus (e.g., movies), [Duchowski et al. 2011] and [Pfeiffer 2012] proposed to utilize binocular gaze data to determine a depth coordinate for each gaze point.
Eye Tracking in 3D
However, a reliable and accurate determination of a user's gaze depth is still an open problem. To avoid this problem in our experiment we used a simplified scene which was inspired by [Duchowski et al. 2011] . In this scene we placed 9 squares such that the current gaze depth can be robustly determined from the depth buffer also in the presence of eye tracker errors and a participant's inaccurate gaze orienting behavior.
Experiment
We performed an experiment to evaluate the effects of dynamic adjustment of disparities in 3D applications using eye-tracking data.
In particular, we consider binocular fusion times as an objective indicator of visual comfort and asked participants to focus at objects lying at different depths while stereo viewing a 3D scene. We measured fusion times of stereoscopic stimuli, where binocular disparities were manipulated dynamically, using gaze data recorded in real-time. Disparity was automatically adjusted by modifying stereo parameters in order to bring the currently attended object into focus, which equates to setting zero parallax between the two stereo views at that point. We denote this condition as dynamic stereo (DS) and compare fusion times to a control condition in which predefined stereo disparities remain constant, which we refer to as static stereo (SS).
Participants
We recruited 38 subjects (15 female) with normal or corrected to normal vision, aged between 18 and 40 years (mean=26.3, stdev=5.4), all of which stated that they were stereoacute and not color blind. Each participant was pre-screened during a training block of trials to objectively measure their ability to achieve stereopsis. Through this procedure, we identified 2 stereo-blind participants, who were excluded.
Stimulus
To sample a variety of factors that might have an influence on fusion time, such as position or disparity, the 3D scene we used for the experiment consisted of 9 square planes, placed in three rows and columns (3 × 3) on a black background, as shown in Figure 2 . Each row of squares was positioned at a different distance/depth, with the bottom row being the closest (NEAR), the middle row being at an intermediate distance (MID), and the top row being the farthest (FAR). In the static stereo condition (SS), the MID row was at the same distance as that of the focal plane (i.e. the plane of zero parallax). Consequently, the FAR row had positive disparities (d = 0.7 • ) and appeared to be 14cm behind the focal plane, while the NEAR row had negative disparities of d = −1.2
• and appeared 14cm in front of the focal plane.
In their initial state, all squares were colored red and were textured with a pattern reminiscent of those used in random dot stereograms. However, since the same pattern was rendered for both stereo views, it provided no depth cues. The color of one of the squares was dynamically modified to attract attention during the experiment, while as soon a fixation was detected near the cued target the texture of that square was replaced by another texture containing a circular random dot stereogram (RDS) as shown in Figure 1 . This RDS that would elicit binocular perception of a sine wave with a wavelength of 2
• and an amplitude of 0.65
• which was either tilted by +15
• or −15
• from the horizontal axis (see Figure 1 ). We also ensured that the rendered stereograms appeared with the same size (radius = 1.9
• ), the same resolution and the same disparity amplitude on all squares by avoiding distortions of the stereogram patterns due to perspective projection.
Task
Participants were instructed to focus their gaze on one dynamically chosen square with a yellow color cue. As soon as the eye tracker could detect that a participant initiated a fixation (with two gaze point samples recorded at 50Hz) on the cued square, its color changed to white, and simultaneously the texture was replaced with a random dot stereogram. In stereo, this stereogram induced the perception of a 3D sine wave with a left-or right-winded slope on the square. The participant was exposed to the random dot stereogram (where the random dots changed in each QUEST) for a short period of time, which was controlled by a QUEST procedure, and then switched back to a different random dot pattern that induced no depth perception. Using the left and right cursor keys of a keyboard, participants had to respond whether the sine wave had left-or right-winded tilt. After the response, the next square cued the participant's attention by switching to yellow. The experiment ended when all of the running QUEST procedures were completed with a minimum of 3 turns.
QUEST Conditions
We defined 12 QUEST procedures to determine the effects of a variety of factors that may play a role in fusion times, such as position, depth, and eye movements. For each of the three rows (N, M and F) of squares, we make a distinction between squares located in the center (Central) and the squares on the left-and right-hand side of the row (Lateral). We differentiate eye movements between two consecutively attended squares. In particular, we distinguish short binocular saccades between two consecutive rows and long binocular saccades between the last and first row. We also distinguish backward saccades from far to near squares, and forward saccades from near to far squares. For each possible combination of these categories, we use a different QUEST instance to measure the respective fusion time. Note that 50% of the 24 theoretically possible combinations are not possible in our scene, e.g., a backward saccade to the near row is an invalid case. Thus there are 12 QUESTs in total (NCsb, NClb, NLsb, NLlb, MCsf, MCsb, MLsf, MLsb, FClf, FCsf, FLsf and FLlf) . All these QUESTs were run in parallel and scheduled in randomized order. In each trial, a QUEST was started after sensing two gaze points near the cued square plane. Since the mechanism to launch the QUEST was equal in both of the SS and DS conditions, the latency required to detect a fixation should not affect the measurement process itself.
We used the Matlab Psycho Toolbox to control the QUESTs. The threshold guess was set to tG = 1000ms (which is used as initial test time), the standard deviation guess to t GSd = 1000ms, and the probability threshold to pT = 82%. The gamma parameter was set to γ = 50% and the delta parameter was δ = 0.01. As beta parameter we used β = 5.4, which was optimized using data obtained by one of the authors performing a beta analysis over 800 trials of the experiment run in condition SS.
Procedure
Each participant was assigned to perform two blocks of multiple trials for each of the two conditions (SS and DS). The experimental condition of each block was randomly selected to counter balance potential effects of ordering. The duration of each block was 20 minutes on average since it depended on the convergence time of all QUESTs, contributing to a total experiment duration of 40 minutes in average for both blocks. Each of the 12 QUESTs converged, in average, after 65 trials summing up to approximately 800 trials in total for each block and participant. To prevent eye-strain and fatigue the procedure was paused automatically every 5 minutes for a fixed 1-minute break before continuing the block. Prior to the two main blocks, a short block of 27 trials was used as a training block for the participants to familiarize themselves with the task. During training, a participant viewed the RDS on each of the 9 squares in the scene for one second and had to identify the orientation of the sine-wave tilt. This procedure was repeated three times in the training block.
Subjective Measurements
Besides the fusion times measured with the QUEST procedures, we also took subjective measurements according to the ITU-Recommendation for subjective methods for the assessment of stereoscopic 3DTV systems [International Telecommunication Union 2012] . This recommends a 5-level rating scale where the user scores his experience with respect to picture quality, depth quality and visual comfort. We told participants that the levels serve an orientation and the ratings can be done on a continuous scale. After each block, we asked participants to rate depth quality and visual comfort only, since our scene had no characteristics that could be assessed for a reliable picture quality rating. 
Setup and Configuration
The hardware setup in use was a See Real Technology Cn 201.05 Autostereoscopic 20" monitor which uses a vertical interlace technique to display stereo image pairs. The resolution of each image was 800 × 1200 pixels, but due to the interlace technique they were shown with a 4 : 3 ratio. To avoid reflections in the display, the experiment was carried out in a room without daylight under dim light conditions. We used a Tobii x50 eye-tracker, which was placed in front of the display. Due to the display's refresh rate of 60Hz, the eye tracker's sampling rate of 50Hz and the eye tracker's latency of 35ms, stereo disparity adjustments were performed with a delay 1 ranging, depending on the sampling phase of the eye-tracker, between a minimum of 72ms (best case) and a maximum of 92ms (worst case). Configuration and a 5-point calibration was carried out for each participant before the training block using the software provided by the manufacturer. In addition, we used a chinrest placed 67cm away from the display's center. Besides allowing faster and more accurate gaze sampling, the chin-rest's main purpose was to prevent participants from moving their eyes away from the auto-stereo display's optimal 3D view point.
Results
Distribution of Fusion Times
We use descriptive statistics to analyze the main effect of the two conditions. We computed the fusion times' histograms shown in Figure 3 . Since the effects vary considerably with the distance of the focused row of squares, we split the data for all rows. Nevertheless, the distribution of the fusion time in the DS condition is very similar for each row and also consistently of lower variance. To analyze the overall effect of condition and its significance, we performed a paired Wilcoxon test, a non-parametric alternative to 1 best case: 35ms(latency)+1 × 20ms(sampling)+17ms(display) .
worst case: 35ms(latency)+2 × 20ms(sampling)+17ms(display) Figure 4 : Visualization of the percentage of participants who had a benefit from dynamic stereo. We grouped users according to the number of QUESTs having a shorter fusion time in DS compared to SS. In the second group, we added results we expect from an ideal disparity adjustment without a technical latency. The last chart shows the expected result of a random process.
the Student's t-test, which could not be used for our data due to violating the assumptions of normality and equality of variance. The test results are shown in Table 1 .
Concerning the effect of condition on fusion time, we found a highly significant positive effect for DS only in the NEAR row. The overall effect for the MID row was, however, a significant increase of fusion times due to dynamic switching of the focal plane. Comparing the results of both conditions in the MID row, where we had in both conditions zero disparity, reveals that focal plane switching causes an overhead in fusion time which was in average 94ms (mean difference between DS and SS), what lies close to the average delay (82ms) in disparity adjustments caused by gaze sensing and the display refresh rate. To some extent, the overhead explains why the effect of DS was more on the negative side for the NEAR row, where many users had relatively short fusion times in the SS condition. However, the benefits of DS seem to vary considerably among participants, as discussed next.
User Group Analysis
One important result of this experiment is that fusion times vary considerably with users. This suggests that stereoscopic fusion which occurs within the stereo viewing comfort zone are idiosyncratic characteristics of each participant's visual system. To investigate on how many users DS is beneficial, we counted for each row the amount of corresponding QUESTs which had a better fusion time in DS rather than in SS. Since each participant performed 4 QUESTs in each row, we visualized the result with pie charts with five sectors, each corresponding to one of the possible outcomes (1, 2, 3 or 4 better in DS, or all being worse) for each participant. We show the results in Figure 4 for each row of squares. In addition, we include a fourth pie chart which shows the expected result for a random process.The charts illustrate that a majority of 60% of users benefit from DS in the NEAR row (3/4 or 4/4 of the fusion times better in DS than SS) which is more than double the percentage (31%) expected by a random process. For the MID row, however, there is a significant majority of 77% which has a disadvantage (0/4 or 1/4) from DS and a significantly smaller group having an advantage of DS than expected by chance. In the FAR row the re-SS vs. DS Effect NEAR p<.0001'***' DS < SS MID p<.0001'***' SS < DS FAR p=.1353 - Figure 5 : Distribution of subjective comfort and depth quality ratings visualized as Boxplots.
sults are more ambivalent. The percentage of users (32%) having an advantage with DS lies within the range of a random process (31%), while the fraction of those benefiting from SS (63%) is significantly higher than expected by chance. However, looking at the group of 29% of all participants having a maximum benefit (4/4), we also see a significant deviation from a random expectation (6%). Overall, these results suggest that the user's comfort zone is personalized and is related to the positive or negative impact that dynamic focal plane manipulation may have on him.
To gain insight on what can be expected from an optimal disparity adjustment performed with zero latency, we simulated a ideal case by subtracting the average latency of 82ms from the fusion times observed in the DS condition. However, while the amount of users having a benefit from DS increases considerably in all three rows, there is still a significant percentage of users who saw the maximum disadvantage from DS in the MID and FAR rows. Particularly for the FAR row there appears to still be some overhead probably resulting from other factors other than delayed disparity adjustments.
Subjective Measurements
The analysis of user ratings is perfromed using descriptive statistics. Results are shown in Figure 5 where we visualized the distribution of the subjective comfort and quality ratings. For the comfort ratings we obtained a positive effect of using DS compared to SS, albeit with a weak significance (paired two-tailed Wilcoxon T test, V = 174, p = 0.09). Overall 50% of all participants rated DS to be "comfortable" at least, while the median for SS is at the "middle comfortable" level. A slight positive shift from SS to DS was also observed in the quality ratings, but the effect is not significant (Wilcoxon T test, V = 187.5, p = 0.16). Since DS actually distorts the relation of disparities within a scene of objects, no decrease in perceived quality can be also interpreted as a result favoring the application of DS if viewing comfort can be increased.
Other Factors Influencing Fusion Times
Besides disparity, we contemplated that fusion times may also be affected by the position of the square or the type of saccade prior to the fusion process. We performed a factorial analysis to determine the effects of depth (NEAR vs MID vs FAR), saccade length (long vs short) and direction (forward vs backward), and azimuth (central vs lateral). We first analyzed the effect of depth using a Friedman test (the non-parametric equivalent to a 2-way ANOVA) which allows replicates (i.e,4). However, the Friedman test is not applicable for a multi-factorial analysis. Assuming that depth is the most dominant factor, we split the data for each depth (N,M,F The results which are listed in Table 2 show that the lower variance of fusion times in the DS condition is due to a clear reduction of effects resulting from object distance, saccade length and direction. These factors are more pronounced in the SS condition. There we found that fusion times are significantly lower when a user performs a "short" saccade from the MID to the FAR row compared to a "long" saccade from the NEAR to the FAR row, though this does not apply for saccades in the backward direction. Furthermore, we found a significant fusion time advantage at the object located in the center of the MID row and for forward saccades compared to backward saccades. Overall, these results suggest that fusion times are also affected by prior gaze movement. Other effects of preceding saccades become apparent in the gaze analysis which we discuss next.
Gaze Analysis
By recording binocular gaze data throughout the experiment, we can also analyze the eye vergence behavior. To this end, we extracted the gaze signal of the first fixation each time the fusion task started and computed the screen distance between left and right gaze point in degrees of visual angle, which we further denote as gaze disparity. Since this requires an additional so-called depth calibration [Duchowski et al. 2011] , we computed for each participant a correcting shift such that the average gaze disparity observed when a user fixates the plane of zero parallax in the (disparity manipulation free) SS condition fits to zero.
We analyzed this data by plotting the average gaze disparity of over 2000 fixations recorded during the experiment for each QUEST condition as a function of time. Averaging many fixations turned out to be a good remedy against the strong noise in vergence measurements taken with a conventional eye tracker (cf. [Duchowski et al. 2011] ). We temporally aligned all gaze samples such that the fixation begin time corresponds to t = 0 and averaged for each sampling time interval (∆t = 20ms) the gaze disparities. The results corresponding to each QUEST condition are shown in Figure 6 . For the DS condition we split the gaze data obtained from fixations on the NEAR or FAR row in two groups: one group contains participants having a fusion time advantage in the DS condition (green graph), and the other group includes those who had a disadvantage (red graph). These groups correspond to the green/lime and red/orange fractions shown in the group analysis before, respectively (Figure 4) . However, for the MID row we have consolidated all data of the DS condition into a single graph (blue), since we did not observe a clear by participant clustering as for the other two rows.
In the case of SS condition (black), these plots make apparent that Figure 6 : Temporal behavior of gaze disparities. We derive these plots by averaging all fixations corresponding to the same QUEST.
after a saccade the gaze disparity has an undershoot relative to the targeted stimulus disparity (dotted line). At fixation time eye rotations accommodate the stimulus disparity. In particular, saccades in forward direction are followed by a divergent eye rotation, and backward saccades by a convergent eye rotation, respectively. Moreover, we observe in the NEAR row after 600ms, that gaze disparity slowly drifts away from the stimulus disparity. A reason for this could be that it is difficult to maintain the alignment between extensive stimulus disparities and the gaze disparity for a longer time due to an acute emergence of visual fatigue. As a side-remark, detecting such patterns could be a new way to measure discomfort without measuring fusion time.
In the DS condition, the dynamic disparity modifications fundamentally change the behavior pattern observed under consistent disparity conditions. In contrast to SS, we observe an overshoot of the stimulus disparity after the saccade, which is followed by an accommodating vergence in the opposite depth-direction as the saccade. Another difference is that the stimulus disparity it not accommodated so well as observed in the SS condition, what is most obvious in the FAR row. Thus, stereo fusion in DS seems to often take place with higher retinal disparities requiring to fuse objects nearer to the limits of Panums fusional area (which is usually in the range of 0
• ± 1 • of retinal disparity). A reason for this could be that a user's expectations together with monocular depth cues of the scene are in conflict with binocular depth perception. Moreover, extensive peripheral disparities, which occur in the NEAR row when the plane of zero parallax is shifted to the FAR row, might impede the accommodating vergence to disparities in the FAR row.
Looking at the difference between those participants having a fusion advantage in DS (green graphs), we can observe the most noticeable difference to those with a disadvantage (red graphs) in fixations following a short saccade to the FAR row, where the green group approaches faster the stimulus disparity. When focusing the central square this behavior is most pronounced and green vergence graphs do also have a smaller overshoot. However, the gaze disparity graphs do not explain why the green group has a fusion advantage after long saccades in the FAR row, or in all fixation on the NEAR row, respectively.
Overall, the gaze analysis results mainly reveal that users perform preparatory vergence movement already during a saccade, which is consistent with findings from vision literature [Westheimer and Mitchell 1969; Howard 1995] . While under natural viewing conditions the target disparity is undershot, DS yields an overshoot through manipulating the stimulus disparity.
Discussion
We found that gaze-controlled manipulation of the plane of zero parallax can lower fusion times for large disparities. However, there is a delay in fusion time that is attributed to the way we detect when to adjust the plane of zero parallax. In this work we did not assume prior knowledge of the user's future gaze target intentionally. Instead we used a strategy that would be more appropriate for replicating the behavior of such a technique in a real-time gazecontingent application. Our strategy after cuing the next square was to collect two gaze samples in proximity to the target, which constituted the initiation of a fixation. This source of fusion time delay could be technically reduced, for instance by sampling at a higher rate or by methods which can predict future gaze points.
This technical latency does not fully explain the overhead in fusion time that was observed after adjusting the plane of zero parallax. This became particularly apparent in the FAR plane, where a large group of users had a longer fusion time overhead than predicted by the latency alone. We believe two reasons may be responsible for this. First, the abrupt change of disparities may require a readjustment of the visual system that introduces a delay in fusion. Second, stereo fusion may be facilitated by sensory hysteresis ( [Howard 1995, p. 322] ) or peripheral vision processing [Cisarik and Harwerth 2005] . Fast manipulation of the stimuli's disparities may be interfering or inhibiting the function of these processes. Moreover, the results of the gaze analysis suggest that the conflict between anticipated and adjusted disparities after a saccade may have a negative impact on the post-saccadic vergence accommodation. Under natural viewing conditions, vergence eye movements occur already at saccade time and usually undershoot the disparity of the stimulus at the sacced landing position. This is followed by a slow and more accurate post-saccadic vergence accommodation into the same orientation as the vergence movements occuring during a saccade [Westheimer and Mitchell 1969] . Due to that, disparity manipulations cause an overshoot of the stimulus disparity. Since the vergence accommodation at fixation time has to be performed in the reverse direction as under natural conditions, we speculate that this could be another source of discomfort.
Overall, our methodology allowed an in depth investigation identifying the main problems of fast gaze-contingent disparity adjustments. The implications of our results should mainly affect the design of smart disparity adjustment strategies and the way models for stereo comfort should be designed and measured:
• Ideal comfort models should account for gaze movement from previous to the next object, as suggested by the results of the factorial analysis and the gaze analysis showing that fusion times and vergence behaviors are both affected by the type of the previous saccade.
• Fusion times should not be measured for isolated objects.
There is an effect of disparities in the context of the currently foveated object [Howard 1995, p. 177] , as the results for the FAR row indicate. Thus future work experiments should consider the properties of the context as an additional independent variable. E.g., by adding or removing other objects in a controlled manner.
• Apart from measuring fusion times, the additional use of gaze data to analyze temporal vergence behavior provides a powerful tool giving deeper insights how discomfort may arise. We believe that features of temporal vergence signals could be linked to discomfort and potentially allow objective comfort measurements with more natural stimuli than RDSs.
• And finally, smart disparity adjustments should be performed such that a stimulus disparity overshoot in saccadic vergence movements is avoided. Such a strategy would be, for instance, to shift the plane of zero parallax to the fixated stimulus distance biased by the expected overshoot.
Conclusion and Future Work
We consider this work as an important step towards the development of gaze-controlled disparity in stereoscopic applications. To develop such stereo controllers, it is necessary to devise a computational model that predicts the costs (i.e., expected fusion delay) and benefits (i.e., expected fusion time reduction) of a possible disparity adjustment in order to select the most appropriate configuration by means of maximizing the cost-benefit ratio. Although our results could be implemented as a preliminary instance of such a model (with 3 discrete distances), a more fine-grained model should be derived by further experiments.
For instance, our experiment may be carried out with stimuli arranged in more depth layers, which would allow obtaining samples of fusion times for more than three disparity levels. Furthermore, other disparity-adjustment strategies than fast switching need to be investigated. Such strategies may include smooth transitions and methods which can mask disparity adjustments or even avoid latency. For instance, using high frequency (e.g. 200Hz) eyetrackers with low latency may potentially allow to predict saccadelanding positions at the beginning of a saccade using a ballistic model [Komogortsev and Khan 2008] . Being able to estimate the future gaze position would then allow to perform the disparity adjustments within the time window of a saccade during which the stream of visual processing is disrupted [Paradiso et al. 2012] . However, avoiding latency is a hard problem and requires that it is being traded off against a much lower accuracy in the determination of the attended depth plane. An inaccurate identification of a future gaze location would be serious hindrance for many end-user applications. Furthermore, disparity adjustments performed during a saccade produce a conflict between the disparity a user anticipates and the disparty finally seen on the saccade landing target. This results in an unnatural experience which may cause fusion time delays and is potentially another source of discomfort.
Latency and fusion time delays, as identified in the presented experiment, are not the only problems that should be solved to advance the state-of-the-art in applications with gaze-controlled stereo disparities. For more complex scenes, that are commonplace in enduser commercial applications, it is particularly important to be able to reliably identify the feature or object currently in the user's focus, thus obtaining accurately the depth at which the user is directing his gaze. In dynamic 3D scenes with a high density of objects and motion (e.g. 3D computer games) identifying the attended depth plane can be very challenging, because visual attention does not always coincide with the exact deployment of gaze (e.g. gaze may be deployed in close proximity to the target). Robust gaze-to-object mapping methods have to be devised for 3D applications, an area in which only very recently methods have emerged [Sundstedt et al. 2013; Mantiuk et al. 2013 ].
Finally, an ideal model should account for the fact that viewing comfort zones differ among users. Ideally, future end-user applications would use calibration to generate a personalized model by fitting the model's parameters to the perceptual characteristics of each user.
